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INTRODUCTION

This workbook is designed to guide you through evaluating 
and enhancing your training programs. It provides tools 
and insights for categorizing training content as evergreen 
or cutting-edge, integrating market changes swiftly, and 
developing adaptable training materials that meet both 
current and future needs. 

Use this resource to ensure your training strategies are 
effective, relevant, and aligned with industry developments. 
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  Evergreen  Cutting Edge 

 Pros 

Less maintenance
over time 
Cost-effective 
Suitable for
foundational
knowledge that has
long-term
relevance 

Keeps content at the
forefront of industry
changes 
Prepares teams for
immediate market shifts 
Can highlight leading
edge strategies and
approaches  

 Cons 

May become
outdated if not
occasionally
reviewed 
May lack latest
industry trends 

Requires frequent
updates and subsequent
reviews 
More costly 
Requires more resources
to maintain relevance 

Assessing Current Training Strategies 

Review the advantages and disadvantages of
evergreen versus cutting-edge training strategies
to better understand their impact on training.
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Content
Description 

Evergreen
or Cutting

Edge? 

Last
Updated 

Review
Frequency 

Priority for
Update 

Notes 

           

           

An example of this matrix could look like this:

Content
Description 

Evergreen or
Cutting-Edge? 

Last
Updated

 

Review
Frequency

 

Priority
for

Update 
Notes 

Product Training  Cutting-Edge  5-1-24 

Annually
or as

needed
(eg, new

indication) 

High 
Pending FDA
review in Q3 

Basic Sales
Techniques 

Evergreen  1-15-23 
Every two

years 
Low 

Consider update
for new platforms 

Product Safety
Guidelines 

Cutting-Edge  8-12-24  Annually  Medium 
Check for updates

to industry
standards 

Self-Assessment Exercise 
As you consider your current training approach and content, please fill in the
following table. This tool helps assess and categorize training materials to
ensure they meet current standards and anticipate future needs.  



Write Your Answer Here

Questions to Consider
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Write Your Answer Here

What challenges have you faced with
your current training approach? 

Question 1

What are the potential risks and
rewards of categorizing your training
materials more toward an evergreen or
cutting-edge approach? 

Question 2
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Staying aware of the latest data pertaining to your content ensures that your
training program is based on the most current evidence, enhancing credibility
and effectiveness.  

Data and Statistics:

As clinical guidelines evolve with new research, updating training materials to
reflect these changes is crucial for maintaining compliance and ensuring best
practices.  

Clinical Guidelines:

Staying informed about changes in legislation is vital for compliance and for
anticipating shifts that may affect your organization and its training needs.  

Legislative Trends:

Utilize technology like search engine alerts, industry-specific news feeds, and
subscription-based journal alerts to receive automated updates on relevant topics. 

Setting up Alerts:

Establish a calendar of regular reviews for all training materials to ensure they
remain current. Evergreen content will often be reviewed less frequently than
cutting-edge content. 

Regular Review Schedules:

Develop a set of indicators that trigger a review of training materials. These could
include new regulatory changes, shifts in market. 

Key Indicators for Updates:

In today’s rapidly changing life sciences landscape, staying updated with
the following is essential:

Goals for Future Training

To manage the flow of new information effectively and ensure that your
training materials remain relevant, consider implementing the following
tools and strategies: 



Write Your Answer Here

Questions to Consider
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Write Your Answer Here

How effectively are market or product
changes being integrated into your
current program? 

Question 1

What barriers exist in your organization
that may prevent timely updates to
training content? 

Question 2
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Developing training content that can adapt to changing conditions and
diverse learner needs is essential for effective continuous education in
dynamic fields like life sciences. The following strategies will help you create
more flexible and responsive training programs: 

Strategy Development

Prioritize essential content that learners must understand while providing
supplementary material as optional to avoid information overload and reduce
frequency of updates.

Consider “Nice-to-Know” versus “Need-to-Know” Content:

Use advanced learning platforms like an LCMS or LXP to facilitate quick
updates and personalize content, ensuring training remains current and
relevant.

Leveraging Technology:

Design training materials to be easily scaled, allowing for efficient adjustments to
suit different group sizes, roles or delivery methods. 

Consider Scalability:

Implement simple but effective methods for collecting learner feedback to
continually refine and update training content.

Feedback Mechanisms:
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Write Your Answer Here

Questions to Consider
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Write Your Answer Here

What aspects of your current training
content are most difficult to update? 

Question 1

Do you have the right balance of need-
to-know vs. nice-to-know information in
your training?

Question 2
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Successful implementation of training strategies relies on four crucial
components that ensure the practical application of concepts discussed and
alignment with organizational goals: 

Implementation Plan

Offer clear guidelines on transforming strategic goals into actionable plans.
This includes defining key objectives, setting specific milestones, and outlining
a timeline.  

Strategic Planning:

Determine effective methods for engaging stakeholders throughout the
implementation process. Techniques should focus on communication and
collaboration, and may include regular update meetings and collaborative
platforms for sharing progress.

Stakeholder Engagement:

Provide strategies for the efficient identification and management of resources
crucial for implementation. Include tips for overcoming common resource
constraints, such as leveraging existing assets or prioritizing resource allocation
based on the urgency of upcoming implementation phases.

Resource Management:

Outline the vital steps for agile implementation, including flexibility to adapt and
refine strategies as the implementation progresses. Encourage iterative cycles of
evaluation and adjustment to ensure the training remains effective and relevant. 

Agile Implementation:
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Questions to Consider
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Write Your Answer Here

How can you make sure your action
plans are effectively communicated to
key stakeholders? 

Question 1

Write Your Answer Here

How can you use feedback from the
initial phase of your implementation to
refine your approach? 

Question 2

Write Your Answer Here

How will you evaluate the effectiveness of the
implemented changes to your training process?

Question 3
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As a learning leader, you are in a unique position to provide your employees 
with relevant and engaging microlearning resources, targeted to their 
specific roles/goals and grounded in the life sciences industries.

At CMR, we’re here to help you prepare your teams so they can excel and 
reach their goals, even in a rapidly changing environment. We can enhance 
your existing training with our dynamic library of customizable and 
relevant learning content that’s always up-to-date. Whatever your need, we 
will work with you and your team to curate a custom learning library and 
targeted pathways to maximize impact and ensure cost-effectiveness. In 
today’s real world of budget and resource constraints, our clients know our 
value proposition meets their needs and exceeds their expectations.

(800) 328-2615
solutions@cmrinstitute.org

Schedule a time to talk to an expert 
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https://www.cmrinstitute.org/library/
https://calendly.com/cmr-team
https://calendly.com/cmr-team



